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History

SINCE 1963...

INNOVATION
WITH PASSION

1963
THE HOUSE

70’s
80’s
THE POWER
THE GREAT

It all began on the first day
of February 1963. That was
the moment OMET was born…
in the private garage of
Mr. Angelo Bartesaghi’s home.
It’s then time for first designs
and projects, until delivery of
the first tissue machine for
napkins, which opens the way
to a bright future.

OMET grows thanks to the
consent of an increasing
number of European customers
who appreciate the quality
and the level of innovation
and reliability of its machines.
For this reason, OMET builds
its first plant and continues
to invest in staff, whose number
gets increasingly higher, 		
and technology.

OF THE
PIONEERS

OF A TEAM

LEAP

OMET establishes itself as
an organized and structured
company. The continuous
growth of both OMET Tissue
Converting and OMET Packaging
Printing business units is the
basis for the great leap: the
investment for the construction
of a new, important industrial
complex in Lecco.

History

2020
A GLANCE
INTO THE
FUTURE

90’s
GLOBAL

00’s
IMPORTANCE

OMET founds subsidiaries
in Germany (OMET Nord GmbH),
Spain (OMET Ibéricas) and
China (OMET Shanghai, now
OMET Suzhou) and establishes
partnerships with sales agencies
in every part of the world.
OMET’s brand and technology,
as well as an efficient after-sales
service, start to resound on all
5 continents.

OMET is awarded as the most
innovative company in the
world in the field of flexographic
printing and receives 		
the Confindustria Award
for Excellence. In 2003 OMET
has its own Showroom and
Technology Center with
machines available for testing
and customer demonstrations.

APPROACH
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OMET’s desire is to work better and better to find new ways to improve
customers’ production methods, offer state-of-the-art technology capable
of increasing the efficiency of the processes, rely on the most robust
material to enhance machines reliability and durability, and seek to achieve
the best output quality. In one word: Innovation!

OF BEING THE
FIRST

*2020 OMET’s headquarter
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Group

OMET FORCE OF A GROUP
OMET is a group of five companies and manufacturing
plants in Italy, with more than 400 collaborators and
turnover of over 100 million euro.
OMET has been able to grow up by reaching out to new
markets in many foreign countries and expanding its
geographical coverage steadily over the years, while at the
same time maintaining the characteristic traits of a small
sized company: dynamism, continuity of management
and a familiar approach, evolution of the human resources,
social tendency in the management of customer and
supplier relations, strong personal participation in the market.

Omet Americas Inc. | Elk Grove Village, Il - Usa

Since the company was founded in 1963, the two main business
units OMET Packaging Printing and OMET Tissue Converting have
completed over than 1500 installations. The other business units
in OMET Group are: OMET Systems in Motion, producing roller systems
and components for a wide range of special applications, O-Pac
that manufactures wet wipes, and OMET Mechanical Works. All the
companies inside of OMET Group are certified ISO 9001 by DNV GL.
OMET Packaging Printing business unit coordinates the work of the
foreign subsidiaries of OMET China, OMET Americas, OMET Ibéricas
and OMET SEA, aiming at the development of their regional markets,
through skilled sales teams and well-organized after-sales services.

Omet Mechanical Works | Lecco - Italy

Omet Suzhou | China

Group
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SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Loyal to strong principles, OMET Group adopts an ethical behavior towards		
its stakeholders and the entire community.
Every year the company is committed to the benefit of the
territory and its collaborators with the assignment of scholarship
to deserving students children of employees, contributes for the
improvement of the technical equipment of schools in the city
of Lecco, internships and sponsorships at various levels. The
company cooperates for the realization of research projects with

Universities and Institutions in Italy and abroad and is particularly
interested in the dynamics of environmental impact paying
attention to the development of systems able to protect our planet.
The same principles that animated the early inspirations
of the company continue to support its journey into the future.
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Company

OMET
PACKAGING
PRINTING
OMET Packaging Printing is located in Lecco, Italy, 50 kilometers north of Milan
in a 3,000 square meters area,of which 2,000 square meters dedicated 		
to production.
The product portfolio of this business unit includes: narrow and mid web
machines for labels and packaging printing characterized by operational
flexibility, efficiency on any job run, versatility on materials and
personalized configurations to respond to any customer’s request.
Besides machines, OMET offers complimentary services including ancillary
equipment, consultancy and accurate pre and post-sales service programs.

Company
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PRINTING PRESSES
COVERING ALL NEEDS
OMET’s packaging printing machines cover any need in label and packaging
manufacturing and can be adapted to suit the most stringent customer’s
requirements.
Result of decades of experience in the printing market, OMET’s
packaging printing machines combine ease of use, low wastage
levels, reliable non-stop operation, and efficiency on short to
long runs.
OMET’s product portfolio ranges from mid web multi-process
‘platform’ presses combining in-line a whole array of printing,

LABELS
PS, self-adhesive, wet-glue,
IML, multi-layer, shrink
sleeves, wraparound, etc.

finishing and converting technologies, to low budget, narrow web
presses characterised by ease of management and high ROI.
All OMET’s printing machines are designed to reduce drastically
time and material waste during start-up and changeover 		
to better cope with runs contraction tendency and increase 		
the whole process profitability.

FLEXIBLE
PACKAGING

FOLDING
CARTON

SPECIAL
APPLICATION

Flexible film, lamitubes, bags
& pouches, lids, etc.

Carton boxes, blisters, paper
cups, etc.

Lottery, tax labels, Tags &
tickets, etc.

iFLEX LINE
iFlex is the revolutionary narrow-web flexo press for label printing,
full of user-friendly innovations allowing for impressive results 			
in terms of quality, ease of use and ROI.

TARGET MARKETS
Wine&Spirits
Household		
Food&Beverage
Industrial		Healthcare 		Cosmetics
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iFlex

CONVERTING
EXPRESS

RAIL
SYSTEM

iVISION

iLIGHT

iDRIVE

iFlex

THE LABEL PRESS
iFlex is the perfect label press conceived
to revolutionize the concept of flexo, thanks
to its innovative and exclusive features
designed to enable the best printing
performance through user-friendly and
quick operations.
It is a real game-changer with no match
on the market, able to support any label
converter who needs to produce in one
pass all type of labels with extremely fast
job set-up.

Market applications
› Multi-layer Labels
› Self-adhesive Labels
› Wet-glue Labels
› Shrink sleeves
› Wraparound

Printable substrates
› Paper and film face stock
› Unsupported paper
› Unsupported films

Technical specifications
Web width

370 mm (14''4/8)

Print width

360 mm (14''2/8)

Max speed

190 m/min (630 ft/min)

Print repeat

5''4/8 - 18''

Flexo technology

Printing cylinders

Pre-register adjustment

iLight

Register adjustment and control

iVision

*Technical data contained in this page are not binding. OMET is entitled to change the features of products without prior notice
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iFlex

1iVISION

2iDRIVE

A set of Smart Cameras, one on each flexo unit,
allows the operator to check and fine-tune the
register of each color one-by-one in real-time,
with sharp precision and very little waste involved.

It is the first and only press with last-generation
direct driven printing transmission, which assures
the highest level of stability and absolute printing
quality for the entire lifetime of the machine.

3iLIGHT

4CONVERTING EXPRESS

The easiest way to pre-register every printing cylinder
thanks to the first laser application on a flexo press.
The laser beam guides the operator to the perfect
alignment of all plates, speeding up the job set-up
with simple but smart operations.

Compact and ergonomic converting platform
including Easy-Change Die Cut system and Rock’n’Roll
matrix stripping unit, which guarantee smooth
die-cutting operations even at high speeds and with
complex label shapes.

Available printing technologies

FLEXO
WATER
BASE

FLEXO
UV

FLEXO
UV LED

ROTARY
SCREEN
PRINTING

FOCUS iFlex

CONFIGURE YOUR OWN PRESS
Make your product stand out

COLD FOIL

PEEL & SEAL

Finishing unit for metallic
effect applications.
Sliding on Rail System.

Special unit for the roduction
of multi-layer labels, booklets
and coupons.

DELAM-RELAM

VARNISHING

Modular system for printing
on adhesive face.

Extended web path for in-line
UV Varnishing on the last
printing unit.

Web turning bars for both
back and front printing.

Sliding on Rail System.

Sliding on Rail System.

HOT FOIL

EMBOSSING

Servo driven hot stamping
system for metallic effect
applications.

In-line system for raised or
recessed relief images and
designs.

Sliding on Rail System.
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XFLEX LINE
The XFlex line includes a wide range of modular narrow-web printing
presses, each one with specific peculiarities, representing real pay-back
solutions able to meet every necessity of label and packaging printers.

TARGET MARKETS
Wine&Spirits
Industrial		

Household		
Healthcare

Food&Beverage
Cosmetics
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XFlex

RAIL
SYSTEM
DOUBLE
DIE-CUTTING
STATION

SHORT
WEB PATH

QUICK INK
CHANGE
SYSTEM

XFlex

EASY AS IT IS
XFlex X2 is the ideal solution for all the
printers who are looking for reliable
technology, flexibility and indisputable
results. This press is able to produce highquality labels in one pass as well as print on
particular filmic substrates with extremely
short set-up time.
Thanks to Omet patented short web path
with chill drum on impression cylinder and
the quick ink change system, XFlex X2 offers
the most affordable quality results and the
reliability of Omet advanced technology.

Market applications
› Multi-layer Labels
› Self-adhesive Labels
› Wet-glue Labels
› Shrink sleeves
› Wraparound
› Lids

Printable substrates
› Paper and film face stock
› Unsupported paper
› Unsupported film
› Aluminum

Technical specifications
370

440

Web width

370 mm (14’’4/8)

440 (17''2/8)

Print width

360 mm (14’’2/8)

430 (16''7/8)

Print repeat

5’’4/8 - 24’’

6'' - 24''

Max speed
Flexo technology

190 m/min (630 ft/min)
Printing cylinders

*Technical data contained in this page are not binding. OMET is entitled to change the features of products without prior notice
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XFlex

RAIL
SYSTEM
VISION
SYSTEM
ROCK'N'
ROLL

DUAL
SERVO

SHORT
WEB PATH

XFlex
X4

QUALITY THROUGH
SIMPLICITY
XFlex X4 offers the maximumefficiency
through simplicity and intuition. It combines
the patented chill drum solution with
top-level technology applications, which
assure press stability and sharp printing
precision on a wide variety of substrate.
Every detail of this press has been studied
to provide the printer with a complete
and versatile solution to achieve top-class
performance, aiming at limiting costs
and increasing productivity.

Market applications
› Multi-layer Labels
› Self-adhesive Labels
› Wet-glue Labels
› Shrink sleeves
› Wraparound
› Lids
› Tags & tickets
› IML

Printable substrates
› Paper and film face stock
› Unsupported paper
› Unsupported film
› Aluminum
› Light carton

Technical specifications
370

440

Web width

370 mm (14''4/8)

440 (17''2/8)

Print width

360 mm (14''2/8)

430 (16''7/8)

5''4/8 - 24''

6'' - 24''

Flexo print repeat
Max speed
Flexo technology
Register adjustment and control

190 m/min (630 ft/min)
Printing cylinders
Automatic
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XFlex

VISION
SYSTEM

SERVO
DRIVE
RAIL
SYSTEM

DOUBLE
P&S

SHORT
WEB PATH

ROCK'N'
ROLL

XFlex
X5

DESIGNED 			
TO SURPRISE
XFlex X5 holds all the strengths of Omet flexo
technology in a compact and ergonomic
solution. Thanks to its fully independent servo
driven print units it allows for slipping and
double pass printing operations, which enable
to print on any kind of substrate with
high-quality results.
The perfect mix of flexibility and innovation,
which makes XFlex X5 the best value-formoney printing solution for label and flexible
packaging in the narrow-web market scenario.

Market applications
› Multi-layer Labels
› Self-adhesive Labels
› Wet-glue Labels
› Shrink sleeves
› Wraparound
› Lids
› Tags & tickets
› IML
› Lamitubes

Printable substrates
› Paper and film face stock
› Unsupported paper
› Unsupported film
› Aluminum
› Light carton
› Laminates

Technical specifications
370

440

Web width

370 mm (14''4/8)

440 (17''2/8)

Print width

360 mm (14''2/8)

430 (16''7/8)

5''4/8 - 24''

6'' - 24''

Flexo print repeat
Max speed
Flexo technology
Register adjustment and control

190 m/min (630 ft/min)
Printing cylinders
Automatic
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XFlex

1SHORT

2QUICK INK

Innovative concept of gearless Flexo print unit with
UV lamps installed directly on the chilled impression
cylinder, which drastically reduces level of waste
during the start-up.

Fast job changeover in less than 30 seconds thanks
to the extractable and interchangeable printing
cassettes, easy to load and replace directly on the
press.

3ROCK'N'ROLL

4VISION SYSTEM

WEB PATH

CHANGE SYSTEM

Dual Function

High-efficient stripping unit suitable for any kind
of label shape. Thanks to its double operational
capability, it is able to work as either tower-style or
contact-style stripping station, guaranteeing smooth
die-cutting operations even at high speeds.

Vision system fully automatic system is based on
high-speed digital scanning for perfect adjustment
and control of both machine and cross direction, with
no need for the operator’s intervention. It radically
reduces set-up times and waste during start-up,
guaranteeing productivity optimization and premium
quality results on any substrate.

Available printing technologies

FLEXO
WATER
BASE

FLEXO
UV

FLEXO
UV LED

ROTARY
SCREEN
PRINTING

FOCUS XFlex X2 | X4
XFlex
| X5

CONFIGURE YOUR OWN PRESS
Make your product stand out

COLD FOIL

PEEL & SEAL

Finishing unit for metallic
effect applications

Special unit for the
production of multi-layer
labels, booklets and coupons.

and self-adhesive UV
lamination.

Sliding on Rail System.

Sliding on Rail System.

DELAM-RELAM

VARNISHING

Modular system for printing
on adhesive face.

Extended web path

Web turning bars for both
back and front printing.

for in-line UV Varnishing 		
on the last printing unit.

Sliding on Rail System.

HOT FOIL

EMBOSSING

Servo driven hot stamping
system for metallic effect
applications.

In-line system for raised

Sliding on Rail System.

or recessed relief images
and designs.
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XFlex

AUTOMATIC
PRESSURE
ADJUSTMENT

MULTIVISION

DIRECT
DRIVE

INTELLIGENT
CRUISE
CONTROL

TWIST
EASY-CHANGE DIE

IN-LINE
MULTI-PROCESS
TECHNOLOGY

XFlex
X6.0

THE PERFECT
PRINTING SOLUTION
The new XFlex X6.0 is the evolution of the
renowned XFlex X6 printing line, the real step
towards digital workflow and independent
process. It is going to set higher standards
in performance and quality by preserving
the strong points that made XFlex X6 the
best narrow-web platform in the market
and integrating them with state-of-the art
technologies and automation.
XFlex X6.0 line enhances the potentiality of
flexo printing and provides printers with the
opportunity to improve their production
potential and extend their product portfolio
with top quality results and guaranteed return
of investment.

Market applications
› Multi-layer Labels
› Self-adhesive Labels
› Wet-glue Labels
› Shrink sleeves
› Wraparound
› Flexible packaging

› Pouches & sachets
› Tags & tickets
› Lids
› IML
› Lamitubes

Printable substrates
› Paper and film face stock
› Unsupported paper
› Unsupported film
› Aluminum
› Light carton
› Laminates
› Multi-layer laminates

Technical specifications
340

430

530

Web width

340 mm (13''3/8)

430 mm (16''7/8)

530 mm (20''7/8)

Print width

330 mm (13'')

420 mm (16''4/8)

520 mm (20''4/8)

Flexo print repeat
Max speed
Printing technology
Register adjustment and control

12'' – 25''
200 m/min (660 ft/min)
Sleeves
Automatic
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XFlex

MULTI-PROCESS

EASY SLEEVE
FORMAT CHANGE
VISION
SYSTEM

OFFSET
UNIT

FLEXO
UNIT

X6 OFFSET
XFlex

REAL VARIABLE-SIZE
OFFSET

Technical specifications
430

530

XFlex X6 Offset Sleeve is the expression of all
the potentiality offered by Omet innovation
in the narrow-web printing market. This
powerful solution is born from the union 		
of XFlex X6, the best flexo printing press 		
on the market, and Offset printing, a real
adding-value technology for the production
of high-end labels and packaging.

Web width

430 mm (16''7/8)

530 mm (20''7/8)

Print width

420 mm (16''4/8)

520 mm (20''4/8)

Thanks to its unique variable-repeat sleeve
technology, XFlex X6 Offset addresses
especially to converters looking for a highperformance press able to provide the best
quality in long runs, but also consistent
advantages in short run jobs, in terms 		
of pre-press cost savings.

Register adjustment and control

Market applications
› Multi-layer Labels
› Self-adhesive Labels
› Wet-glue Labels
› Shrink sleeves
› Wraparound
› Flexible packaging

› Pouches & sachets
› Tags & tickets
› Lids
› IML
› Lamitubes

Printable substrates
› Paper and film face stock
› Unsupported paper
› Unsupported film
› Aluminum
› Light carton
› Laminates
› Multi-layer laminates

Offset print repeat
Max speed

14'' – 25''
200 m/min (660 ft/min)

Offset Technology

Sleeves

Flexo technology

Sleeves
Automatic

*Technical data contained in this page are not binding. OMET is entitled to change the features of products without prior notice
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XFlex

DIGITAL
WOKFLOW

DIGITAL
INKJET

MONOTWIN
CUT

FLEXO
UNIT

VISION
SYSTEM

XJET powered by DURST
XFlex

WHEN DIGITAL
MEETS FLEXO
OMET XJet printing press is the extraordinary
result of the combination between the
renowned OMET flexo quality and Durst
digital inkjet printing technology. This union
has realized the perfect hybrid solution able
to provide the maximum level of productivity
independently from the lenght of the run.
Nobody but the printer decides whether to
use flexo or digital, or both of them, according
to daily label production and brand’s requests,
thus choosing the most convenient technology
at every run.

Technical specifications
Inkjet Max. Speed

78 m/min

52 m/min (white under)

Inkjet Print width

330 mm (13”)

Inkjet Print head
Inkjet Print Resolution

Dimatix Samba G3L
Native 1200x1200 dpi

Inkjet N° of Colors

CMYK + W, O, V, G (optional)

Inkjet Inks

High-performance UV inkjet

Inkjet Drop size

2-6 pl

Flexo Printing repeat

12” – 25” (10” optional)

Flexo print technology

Direct Drive – Sleeves

Register adjustment and control
Monotwin Cut
*Technical data contained in this page are not binding. OMET is entitled to change the features of products without prior notice

Market applications
› Multi-layer Labels
› Self-adhesive Labels
› Wet-glue Labels
› Wraparound
› Tags & tickets
› Lids
› IML
› Lamitubes

Printable substrates
› Paper and film face stock
› Unsupported paper
› Unsupported film
› Light carton
› Laminates
› Multi-layer Laminates

Visual 2400x2400 dpi

Automatic
12”-20”
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XFlex

1MULTI PROCESS

2SERVO DIRECT DRIVE

XFlex X6 modular design allows to combined and
implement in-line, with no limitations, different
printing technologies, as well as special finishing
applications and converting units, to always get to
the final product in one single passage.

The first press to introduce Flexo Direct-Drive
technology and gearless concept to eliminate even
the smallest imperfection and reach the purest
quality through perfect stability even at the highest
production speeds.

3MULTIVISION

4CRUISE CONTROL

SYSTEM

The X6.0 guarantees an intelligent printing process with
the automatic positioning of the printing pressures at
Color-to-Color automatic register adjustment and
every change of speed, substrate thickness and repeat
control based on a multiple camera scanning system.
lenght thanks to motorized pressure setting of both the
It can control both machine and cross side of each
anilox roll and the impression cylinder. The “No Panic”
single printing unit in real time and get the machine
function gives the possibility to automatically reset the
ready to print in less than 1 minute, generating
pressures and return to the initial settings by pushing a
nearly no waste.
simple button.

Available printing technologies

FLEXO
WATER
BASE

FLEXO
UV

ROTARY
SCREEN
PRINTING

ROTOGRAVURE

FLEXO
SOLVENT
BASE

FLEXO
UV LED

OFFSET
SLEEVE

DIGITAL
INKJET

FOCUS XFlex X6 XFlex
| XJET
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CONFIGURE YOUR OWN PRESS
Make your product stand out

COLD FOIL

PEEL & SEAL

VARNISHING

Finishing unit for metallic
effect applications

Special unit for the
production of multi-layer
labels, booklets and coupons.

Extended web path

and self-adhesive UV
lamination.

Sliding on Rail System.

Sliding on Rail System.

DELAM-RELAM

LAMINATION

Modular system for printing
on adhesive face.

Additional unit for UV
lamination and adhesive
tape lamination.

Web turning bars for both
back and front printing.

Sliding on Rail System.

Sliding on Rail System.

HOT FOIL

EMBOSSING

Servo driven hot stamping
system for metallic effect
applications.

In-line system for raised

Sliding on Rail System

Rotative or Flatbed in-line
station.

or flatbed in-line station.

or recessed relief images
and designs.

for in-line UV Varnishing,
either on first or last printing
station.

VARYFLEX LINE
The Varyflex line holds the authentic concept of mid-web printing
platform, for high performance results in the production of flexible
packaging, folding carton and special applications.

TARGET MARKETS
Wine&Spirits
Household		
Food&Beverage
Pharma		Security		Industrial
Tobacco		Healthcare		Cosmetics
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Varyflex

VISION &
MULTIVISION
SYSTEM
VERTICAL
FLEXO

MOVABLE
ROTOGRAVURE

SERVO
DRIVE

PLATFORM
CONCEPT
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Varyflex
V2

THE PACKAGE
PRINTING PLATFORM
Varyflex V2 is a narrow and mid-web
packaging printing press whose core is made
of a unique platform concept designed to
combine a wide set of printing and finishing
technologies for added-value results in one
single pass. It offers the possibility to combine
and interchange diverse converting modules
like die-cutting and slitting or delivery units like
stacker and conveyor.
Varyflex multi-function technology allows for
the extreme customization of each machine
configuration, providing the capability to be
competitive in every market sectors.

Market applications
› Multi-layer Labels
› Self-adhesive Labels
› Wet-glue Labels
› Shrink sleeves
› Wraparound
› Flexible packaging
› Pouches & sachets
› Tags & tickets

› Lids
› IML
› Lamitubes
› Carton boxes
› Paper cups
› Blisters
› Special applications

Printable substrates
› Paper and film face stock
› Unsupported paper
› Unsupported film
› Aluminum
› Light carton & Carton
› Laminates
› Multi-layer laminates
› Special materials

Technical specifications
430

530

670

850

Web width

430 mm (16''7/8)

530 mm (20''7/8)

670 mm (26''3/8)

850 mm (33''4/8)

Print width

420 mm (16''4/8)

520 mm (20''4/8)

660 mm (26'')

840 mm (33''1/8)

12''-33''

12''-33''

12''-33''

14''-33''

Flexo print repeat
Max speed
Flexo technology
Register adjustment
and control

200 m/min (660 ft/min)
Sleeves
Automatic

*Technical data contained in this page are not binding. OMET is entitled to change the features of products without prior notice
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Varyflex

1PLATFORM

2MOVABLE

Thanks to its complete modularity, Varyflex V2 can
be designed according to customer’s requirements,
assuring the highest flexibility in choosing the most
suitable configuration

The in-line combination of flexo and rotogravure
allows to print supreme quality jobs, special metallic
inks and insert special finishing applications that
would normally require a second pass, carrying out
more packaging processes in one single passage.

CONCEPT

ROTOGRAVURE

3AUTOMATIC REGISTER
ADJUSTMENT

Automatic printing registration adjustment and control based on a single or multiple camera scanning system.
Vision System and Multivision System can control both machine and cross side of each single printing unit,
getting the machine ready to print in no time and drastically reducing the start-up waste.

Available printing technologies

FLEXO
WATER
BASE

FLEXO
UV

ROTARY
SCREEN
PRINTING

FLEXO
SOLVENT
BASE

FLEXO
UV LED

OFFSET
SLEEVE

ROTOGRAVURE

FOCUS Varyflex
Varyflex
V2
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CONFIGURE YOUR OWN PRESS
Make your product stand out

COLD FOIL

PEEL & SEAL

VARNISHING

Finishing unit for metallic
effect applications and
self-adhesive UV lamination.

Special unit for the
production of multi-layer
labels, booklets and coupons.

Extended web path
for in-line UV Varnishing,		
on the last printing station.

Interchangeable
in-between printing units.

DELAM-RELAM

LAMINATION

COLD SEAL & HOT MELT

Modular system for printing
on adhesive face.

In-line Cold Seal & Hot

Web turning bars for both
back and front printing.

UV lamin. unit interchangeable
in-between printing units.
Solvent and water base
laminations through flexo
or rotogravure application.
Solventless lamination with
no need for any polymerization.

HOT FOIL

EMBOSSING

HOLOGRAM TRANSFER

Servo driven hot stamping
system for metallic effect
applications.

In-line system for raised

Rotative or flatbed in-line
station.

Rotative or flatbed in-line
station.

In-line integration for
hologram effects and anticounterfeiting elements, with
foil-saver technology.

or recessed relief images
and designs.

Melt processes with special
glue application especially

for food packaging
applications.

Interchangeable in-between
printing units.
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Varyflex

FLEXO BY
SLEEVE UNIT

AUTOMATIC
PRESSURE
ADJUSTMENT

ELECTRON
BEAM

EASY SLEEVE
FORMAT CHANGE
OFFSET
UNIT

V4
Varyflex
OFFSET

YOUR PASSPORT
TO PACKAGING

Technical specifications
670

850

Varyflex V4 Offset is the real breakthrough
in mid-web packaging printing market. Thanks
to a newly designed Offset Sleeve print unit
featuring last-generation technologies and
electronics, it provides the best performance
in the production of high-end flexible
packaging, premium labels and special
applications.

Web width

670 mm (26''3/8)

850 mm (33''4/8)

Print width

660 mm (26'')

840 mm (33''1/8)

With its maximum mechanical speed of 400
m/min and the combination of Offset Sleeve
and Flexo printing technologies, Varyflex V4
it’s undoubtedly the best solution for
high-quality packaging printing.

Register adjustment and control

Market applications
› Self-adhesive Labels
› Wet-glue Labels
› Shrink sleeves
› Wraparound
› Flexible packaging

› Tags & tickets
› IML
› Lamitubes
› Special applications

Printable substrates
› Paper and film face stock
› Unsupported paper
› Unsupported film
› Shrink film
› Special materials

Offset print repeat
Max speed

16" - 32"
400 m/min (1310 ft/min)

Offset technology

Sleeves

Flexo technology

Sleeves
Automatic
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Varyflex

1AUTOMATIC PRESSURE 2EASY SLEEVE
ADJUSTMENT

FORMAT CHANGE

Each offset printing unit has 10 direct-drive torque
motors for automatic set-up and independent
pressure adjustment of the sleeves and the inking
rolls at each repeat changeover.

This innovative system is based on OMET
patented sleeve technology with automatic
pressure adjustment, which guarantees
quick repeat changeovers and user-friendly
operations. Varyflex V4 Offset units use
pneumo-locking sleeves available in fiberglass,
aluminum or carbon fiber.

3OFFSET UNIT
The newly designed print unit is the core of Varyflex V4 Offset thanks to its high technological printing
section featuring remotely controlled ink duct with independent sections, 20-roll inking train with
automatic washing system and well-balanced dampening system on the offset plate, for outstanding
quality results.

Available printing technologies

FLEXO
WATER
BASE

FLEXO
UV

ROTOGRAVURE

FLEXO
SOLVENT
BASE

FLEXO
UV LED

OFFSET
SLEEVE

FOCUS Varyflex V4
Varyflex
OFFSET

CONFIGURE YOUR OWN PRESS
Choose your style of curing

UV WET/WET
Multiple-lamp drying system
interposed between 2 or 3 printing
units, with UV lamps mounted
on a large servo-driven chill drum.
It is suitable for both Hg and LED UV
lamps.

UV WET/DRY
Interdeck UV curing system with one
lamp mounted on a servo-driven chill
drum placed inside every printing
unit. It is suitable for both Hg and
LED UV lamps.

ELECTRON BEAM
WET/WET
Single Electron Beam module
installed at the end of the line
enables to have a straight and
shorter web path as well as faster
production speed.
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Customized solutions

CUSTOMIZED
SOLUTIONS

XFLEX X6
SPECIAL
CONFIGURATION

Customized solutions
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OMET has the technological capability and experience to build custom-made
packaging printing machines responding to customers’ most peculiar needs.
OMET’s R&D is available to discuss any specific requirement
and work with customers to create the most appropriate
solution to any application requirement.

VARYFLEX V2
SPECIAL
CONFIGURATIONS

OMET has delivered in the years a great number 		
of machines for special uses in every part of the globe
and has actually found a solution for difficult applications,
severe environments or highly combined processing.

Among the products printed by OMET’s special machines:
RFID labels, SMART labels, lottery tickets with variable data
and anti-counterfeit holograms, folding carton for food,
pharmaceutical blisters, etc.
In many cases multi-process technology helped reaching
the best quality and productivity results.
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Additional units

OMET CONVERTING

1TWIST

3ECDC

OMET Twist is the revolutionary die-cutting
station with double cassette for a smooth
and effortless changeover operation. It can
simplify operator’s life and minimize set up
time, thanks to the Easy-Change Die system,
which gives the opportunity to prepare the
die-cutting job off-line while the press is
running and change the job with a simple
move, through to the innovative In&Out
sliding system.

The new single-slot Easy-Change die-cutting
system for quick and easy handling
of cylinders and flexible dies, with no need
for lifting devices. Thanks to its ‘Easy-Change’
concept, all tools can be prepared off-line
and then easily slide into the die-cutting
station with no effort through its sliding
device.

Inside this peerless module there is a
fine laser pointer for an easy print to die
adjustment on both sliding cassettes.

Easy-Change Die Cut

To make set-up operations even quicker,
the Easy-Change Die Cut features a smart
laser-assisted print-to-die cut pre-register
system.

2CARDBOX CUT

4MONOTWIN CUT

OMET’s In-line converting range includes
interchangeable stations specifically
dedicated to cardboard die-cutting, creasing
and embossing.

The unique format-free die-cutting unit by
OMET, which works with one single magnetic
cylinder for all label shapes or dimensions,
minimizing operational costs and hangover
time, since the replacement of the flexible
die is the only operation needed.

Beside the standard heavy-duty unit, Omet
R&D designed a special die-cutting module
for window punching, able to cut specific
shapes out of a frame of processed material,
either carton or paper, and obtain unique
customized applications.

It includes also a fully automatic pre-register
and a register control, which facilitate the
shift from one die-cutting size to another
with no waste involved.

Additional units
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OMET FUNCTIONAL UNITS
SLITTING SYSTEMS
Different typologies of slitting systems can be integrated in-line into the converting section of
every machine: shear cut, pressure cut, razor cut, underscoring as well as the exclusive Flying
Cut system. This variable repeat cross cutting unit features servo driven rotating cylinders
with apposite blades, which perform a synchronized progressive and accurate shear cut
independently from the slitting repeat, increasing productivity in both short and long runs.

DELIVERY SYSTEMS
Omet’s machines can be configured with 3 main delivery options comprising a wide range
of possibilities to meet any productive necessity:
1› Roll to Roll
The standard delivery solution on all Omet’s presses, which can feature 30”, 40” or 60”
rewinders as well as special no-stop systems.
2› Roll to Blank
As an alternative to standard Roll to Roll, Omet offers serveral options for finished blanks
delivery, like shingling table with accelerator and IML conveyor for In-mould label delivery.
3› Roll to Sheet
Omet provides different solutions for sheet delivery, especially dedicated to cardboard
products and boxes: stackers for small size sheets, no-stop stackers, high-pile stackers for
off-line finishing.

PLATE MOUNTING SYSTEMS
Multiplate
Multiplate is a user-friendly plate mounting system with 2 video cameras and high
resolution monitor for cross or microdot register centering. The special splitted monitor
with the screen in black and white diveded into two parts allows to control and easily align
both marks at the same time.
Multiplate versions:
1› Standard		

2› Advanced		

3› Combo flexo/offset
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Drying&Curing Systems

OMET DRYING & CURING
HOT AIR
›D

›Y

›I

›U

›A

›L

OMET offers an extensive range of Hot Air drying systems suiting
any customer’s application and necessity, including extended vertical
path for heavy coatings, customized dryers and specific combinations
with single or multiple UV lamps. Customers are always guided to the
choice of the most suitable drying system:
› D-shape
XFlex, iFlex

› I-shape
XFlex, Varyflex

› A-shape
Varyflex

› Y-shape
Varyflex

› U-shape
Varyflex

› L-shape
Varyflex

UV
OMET collaborates with the most important international suppliers
to offer a wide range of UV curing possibilities
with the latest technologies:
› UV Hg			

› UV LED

EB
Electron Beam is the last-generation food compliant curing system
Electron Beam for a superior film handling at high-speed production.
It provides an instantaneous and complete curing requiring lower
energy than UV and thermal drying.

Innovation
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OMET TECHNOLOGY CENTER
PASSION FOR INNOVATION
OMET growth is based on continuous innovation realized through product advancements
and the cooperation with the main players of the packaging market whether customers,
brand-owners, influencers, associations or major world suppliers.

Both OMET China and OMET Americas recently inaugurated their own technology
center, offering to customers from every country the possibility to touch by hand 		
the extraordinary potentialities of OMET’s printing presses.

Since 2003 OMET has a multifunctional technology center dedicated to research 		
and development of new technologies, as well as customized promotional demonstration
and machine testing.

Driven by a strong Passion for Innovation, OMET has always set ambitious targets in label
and packaging business and was the first to introduce many celebrated technological
advancements like the use of printing sleeves, full servo technology, laser-assisted
register, etc. a tradition that is continuing today.
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Service

OMET SERVICE PROGRAM: CUSTOMER 1st
We are proud to provide our customers with a full set of services meant to support them before sale
and after commissioning.
Our well-trained technical personnel is always happy to support customers and
share with them their 360° knowledge about the machines through a complete set
of services including: organization of customized print demonstrations, individual
training on the machine, prepress activities and commercial advice.

After the installation and commissioning of the machine, OMET is committed
to providing a timely response in case of malfunctioning, request of spare parts,
requests for reconfigurations and phone support available 24/7 in one of OMET’s
Service Center.

OMET helps printers getting familiar with its technology through seminars and
training courses organized all over the world and considering this practice as
the best way to understand the customers’ needs and find the most appropriate
solution.

Since 2014 the Service Program ‘Customer 1st’ is active and operative. Through
it, customers are offered a variety of special service packages including priority
phone support, preventive maintenance, fast spare parts delivery, etc.

INNOVATION
WITH PASSION

PACKAGING PRINTING MACHINES
Via Caduti a Fossoli, 22 - Lecco, Italy
Tel. +39 0341.282661
comm@omet.it
printing.omet.com

OMET WORLDWIDE
OMET Americas Inc.

OMET Ibérica I&C S.l.

Omet (Suzhou) Mechanical Technology Co., Ltd.

1291 Brummel Ave
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007 USA
Tel. +1 847 621 2369
sales@ometamericasinc.com
www.ometamericasinc.com

Calle Provenza, 196
08036 Barcelona - SPAIN
Tel. +34 66 9789946
Fax +34 93 4907740
ometiberica@terra.es

No. 255, Quande Road, Wujiang EDZ,
215200 Suzhou City, Jiangsu Province - People's Rep. China
Tel. +86 (512) 63033668 Fax +86 (512) 63005373
admin@omet.cn
www.omet.cn

